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45MPH.COM GIVES SURFERS LICENSE TO SPEED
Norfolk, VA,February 25, 2001 - 45mph.com is giving out free licenses to web surfers. That's right, licenses to
get the automotive information they need at incredibly fast speeds.

45mph.com provides an easy and more efficient way to find what you are looking for. Youdon't need to waste
time sifting through hundreds of thousands of websites to find it. 45mph.com also provides automotive
webmasters a better means of getting their website seen by highly targeted visitors. Its easier to get listed where
visitors will see their website. There's all kinds of automotive information, whether they are looking for a place
to buy or sell a car or they want to share information about their favorite classic. Surfers can find the
information they want.

Automotive webmasters can get a free listing in the database and premium listings designed to get their listing
seen. The site also offers banner and text ads to those webmasters determined to get traffic to their Web Sites.

Richard Bohanon, owner of the site, says, "Searching at 45 Miles Per Hour isn't just about speed and efficiency
its about people and giving them the information they need in and easy to find format. Webmasters of some
very good but smaller Web Sites lack the popularity and resources to get listed within the results necessary to be
found in major search engines. So that's where 45MPH comes in."

For additional information contact Richard Bohanon, (Owner), 1111Charleston St., Norfolk, VA,23505, phone
number (757) 489-1505, email address support@45mph.com, website www.45mph.com

Talk about Speed and efficiency! Each Website is visited by a real live person before it gets entered into the
database. The site uses a powerful SQL database capable of handling a million listings and returning the results
in a couple of seconds. And there's 5000+ listings and growing by leaps and bounds every day."
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Contact Information
Richard Bohanon
45mph

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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